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not see the finalized budget. It became

vi·
ew.
obvio_usthatachangeneededtocomeab~ut.
SGA Budget •• An Insider's
.
.
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· ··
Smee the onset of the new budgetmg
' . ·' ·
· . ·.
·
system, student government has worked
organization on campus at the beginning of diligently to perfect the entire process as a
Contributing Writer
' each semester.
whole. Revisions have been made for the
SGA Senator
A week before each.club's budgets were due winter semester and steps have been taken to
there were two training sessions that were insure that every club organization
Early this September the members of conducted in order to inform each club about understands why they received the money
the Nova Southeastern Undergi:adute the new budgeting process. Within a week they did. At the same time, a lot of clubs and
. Student Government Association safthrough budgets were due and there soon after voted organizations need to be aware that they can
two .seven-hour meetings. The purpose of on. Certain guidelines were to be followed by lobby a senator to write a bill and present it to
the meetings was to fairly allocate then~wly · . the senators in order to fairly allocate the the senate any time throughout the semester.
decided $100,000 budget appropria!ely to
available mon_ey. Some of the guidelines Several clubs and organizations have already
various clubs ,and organizations.
included allocating more money to events that done this and quite a few of them have received
past years; each club was were educational or open to the entire student the money th~y requested or at least a portion
all Cleated $500 a year to perform Vl!tious . population instead of a small group of students. of it.
activities and eve11ts. With the :support_ofthe , When the budget was r.eleased to individual
As a senator myself, I have become
Dean ofStudentAffaitS;Dr;:BradWiUiams, li' . clubs and organizations; a. general notiori of very aware of the difficulties that arise when a
new $100,000 budget was proposed. The · displeasure was displayed. Both students and budgeting process is enacted for the first time
money was divided info $601000 for;tl.t~JaU , ""Clubs' advising faculty spoke with members of.;,; Any new process requires time and effort
semester and $40,000for the winter t~~1tet, · : -the Senate as well as advisors to the senate. before all the ends are perfected. I ask the
It was allocated accordingly through the vote Clubs feltthat the money was allocated unfairly student body to be patient as we in NSUSGA
of the NSUSGA senate to each club and . amfw¢re appalled at the fact that they could work hard for our constituents.

by Kareem Shaker
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Mile;(WS~vervbody Had a Story"
by Kathleen J. Waites
Contributing Writer
On Friday, 19 April 2002, I nudged
myself awake at 5 :00 AM, gathered my gear
with sleeping bag in tow, and set out for the
FAU campus in Boca Raton where I would join
the other 3,000 or so walkers bound for Mic1ml .
3 days and 60 miles later.
Were we all crazy? Well, the truth is,
we all had a Story propelling us on this 60-mil:;>
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Voluntary crossing guard in the pink motorcycle helmet (center) . . ·

Breast Cancer

continued on Page 4
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these classes were already offered, there are
no plans as of now to hire new professors.
jiran'inova.edu
However, some new classes, such as "History
Starting next semester (Wmter 2003), and Structure of the English Language", and .
NSU will offer an English major and minor to "Literary Criticism and Theory," will be added
its undergraduate students. According to Dr. in the winter semester.
The English program at NSU will
Marlisa Santos, the Writing Program
require
each
English student to have an English ·
· Coordinator forNSU, efforts to implement and
faculty
member
act as a mentor, guiding. the
plan this program have been in process already
student
through
coursework, and providing .
for two years. A committee of English
advice
on
career
options after undergraduate "
professors and Liberal Arts Director Dr. Ben
studies
are
completed.
Mulvey worked together, to put tQgether this __
· Students are already responding to .·
program and get it approved by the Dean.
this
new
degree offer. According to Carmen
NSU's Liberal Arts curriculum
Sosa,
Senior
Liberal Arts Academic Advisor,
already
iJicludedmany
courses now required
.
.
'
C
--.
15
students
have already enrolled in this
by the new English major. Because many of

by Jessica Jirani

Plans for

English
Major/Minor
began two
years ago

according to
Marlisa
Santos Ph.D,

program, and more are predicted to enroll
within the following year. For more
information,
visit
, · http://
www.undergrad.nova.edu!{,-t.Jengiisb.htni.
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Editor-In-Chief

Jason Fraser

Well, I didn't have enough material on one subject for a full column, so I decided to tum to the slightly overused technique of throwing together a bunch of ideas and calling it a story. Just lay off the Andy Rooney jokes, OK?
Well, it appears that the results of a new survey are in: 1 in 12 women under the age of 25 would pose nude
on the Internet for $20,000. If you work it out, Bill Gates would have just enough cash on hand to have almost every
willing woman in this category in America pose nude for him. Now the question remains, why would someone pay to
commission this survey, and why isn't Mr. Gates taking advantage of this opportunity? Maybe Bill commissioned the
survey so that he would have yet another cool fact about his money to tell his friends .
Seems 7-up is producing a suspicious new beverage dubbed dnL. "dnL is bright green in color, includes
caffeine and features a blend of fruit flavors." Uh, 7-up, I believe Pepsi already sells a product much like this that is
called Mountain Dew. "Beginning next week, consumers in cities throughout the country will begin seeing things from
a different perspective - a flipped perspective - when they taste dnL." Yes, maybe they will also realize that when a
soda company tries to introduce a "blend of fruit flavors" it often turns out tasting like a "blend of old tires and horse
piss." I hope this one turns out better.
Nova has a new nursing program for RN's to receive their BSN's. Go to http://www.nova.edu/bsn/main.html
for more information if you are interested. Now let's see if Nova will get an RN program together as well.
I've seen a few new clubs popping up on campus; I suggest you go check them out if you are interested.
Despite a general apathetic attitude towards student life expressed by some on campus, a lot of new options are
opening up even for those with very narrow interests. Another suggestion is to start your own club if the ones available
don't interest you. I, for example, am thinking about starting the Procrastinators United Club whenever I can get
around to it.
To all condom manufacturers in the U.S . : I don 't wish to receive a press release every week about your new
study finding that college students like to have sex, or that you want to hear.about college students having sex, or that
you want to give products away to encourage college students to have more sex, etc. I don' t care anymore, and you
are flooding my inbox.
To the man that keeps calling from the Las Vegas Asian Journal: 1. I don't want to advertise in a paper all the
way across the country. 2. Calling me once is enough. 3. Even ifl did want to advertise, I can't understand you
anyway.
'
To all struggling bands that send out press releases proclaiming how great you are and the injustices of it all:
perhaps you haven't been signed for a reason. If even a small label doesn' t want you, there is definitely a reason.
(Hint: You stink).
Yes, I know the headline was wrong; wasn't my fault. At least I know people read the paper.
People: please only press the send button once.
One last thing: Lyndon LaRouche, you are completely and utterly insane. Not only will I not vote for you, but I
will also destroy anyone who thinks seriously about voting for you. The human race will be better for it.
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The Knight serves Nova Southeast-

ern Un ive rsity ' s Center fo r Undergraduate Studies from its location in
the Parker Building ...

The Knight is NSU' s established ve-

hicle for the transmission of student
reporting, opinion, and arts . All community members are invited to contribute anything they desire to The
Knight.

Scholarships for Campus leaders
Students from colleges throughout Florida wm vie for nearly $60,000 ln
scholarships and prizes in the prestigious 16th annual Florida Col1ege
Stuctent of the Year Award sponsored by Florida Leadermagazfne,
SunTrust and Office Depot Winners wi!I be fe.atured in a TV show on
Sunshine Network.
Appllcations must oo postmarked by Feb. 1, 2003. SH.tdents don't have to
be nominated by their coUege to winl Download llJ)plioations at
www.f1oridaleader;comlsoty1 or send a self-addressed, sr x 12· ~rwefope
with $1 postsge to Florida College Student of the Year Award, clo Florida
leader magazine, P.O. Box 140811 Geinesvi!le, FL 32604.,2081.
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The Knight is readily available at sev-

eral sites around the main campus.

DISCLAIMER: Editorials, commentaries, and advertisements in this pubIication do not express the views of the
University or its officials, The Knight
staff, or other advertisers. Editorials,
commentaries, and advertisements reflect only the opinion of the authors.
The Knight will not publish unsigned

letters except in special circumstances,
at the editor's discretion. The Knight
reserves the right to edit.
~
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Dear Editor,
I just kind of wanted to comment on a news
story telling of Robert Flores, a Gulf War vet
who killed two ofhis college professors and
then himself. He apparently was flunking
his nursing classes at the University of Arizona and couldn't handle the pressure. [By
the way, this may be a good one to re-publish in a news briefs section]. The most important part of this story to me was the fact
that this guy was an ex-Gulf War soldier.
Hmmm, sounds just like the D.C. mass murderer (who is NOT a "sniper" because all of
his shots were within 1000 meters and real
snipers are trained to shoot up to 5000
meters). This pattern is somewhat disturbing to me. I realize that ·w ar is a traumatic
experience, but for all the money that the
government spends on war machines, can't
they spend a little more on mental health care
for "America's finest?" A little anger management classes, psychological screening,
and Prozac never hurt anyone. I acknowledge that these guys were probably messed
up to begin with, and their military experiences only fed their homicidal tendencies;
however, the military leaders need to start
taking notice of what kind of people they are
sending back out to us "civilians." We are
practically creating our own terrorists.
-Anonymous

Four Die in U. of Ariz. Shooting
by ARTHUR H. ROTSTEIN,
Associated Press Writer
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) -A student flunking out
of nursing school opened fire in a class at
the University ofArizona on Monday, killing
two professors and a third person before apparently taking his own life, officials said.
The attack sent scores of students rushing
toward the doors, many of them screaming
as they fled. Police went room to room looRing for more victims and later called in the
bomb squad to search the building. Senior
Julie Raymond said she was taking an exam
when the gunman came in. "We just thought
that he was late for the test," Raymond said.
"Then he started talking to instructors and
fired shots. All ofus ducked under the tables
and then ran out of the room. At first, I
thought it was a joke and realized it wasn' t
when I heard the shots." The gunman was
identified by university Vice Provost Elizabeth Irvin as Robert S. Flores, who had failed
a pediatric nursing class and was struggling
in a critical care class. He apparently killed
himself, Police ChiefRichard Miranda said. A
university spokeswoman said the victims in-

eluded two female professors. Police did not
identify the victims, say how they died or describe their relationship to Flores. The gunman walked to the front of the classroom and
shot the first victim several times, assistant
Chief Robert Lehner said. He then walked to
the back of the room and killed the second
victim, before telling students to leave. The
third victim.was found by police later in another part of the building. Bomb squad members were called in after a backpack or package was found underneath the gunman's
body. The suspect had threatened to blow up
the building, though it was unclear when the
threat was made, Miranda said. The college
and nearby buildings were evacuated. More
than six hours later, authorities were still checking for explosives. Flores, a GulfWar veteran,
worked at the Southern Arizona Veterans Administration Health Care System as a licensed
practical nurse, and was studying to become
a registered nurse, officials said.
Lori Schenkel, who was in the building during the shootings, said two students
banged on her classroom door and told ever1one to get out. "We ran out of the building
and there were police telling us to run away,"
Schenkel said. She said she had several

International News
by Somy A li,
member of SASA
Production Asst. , Radio X
Young Americans cannot afford to
ignore the rest of the world. The tragic events
of September 11th have shown us that the
issues and conflicts that exist outside our
borders impact us both directly and indirectly.
SASA, Social Action/Social Awareness, is a
student organization whose mission is to make
the campus community aware of political and
social justice issues. Therefore, in response
to the M .A.'s letter to the editor in the last
issue of the Nova Knight calling for "a column about news around the world"
members ofSASA will contribute a regular column
for just this purpose.
TIEMONE:
India and Pakistan have been fighting over
Kashmir since they achieved independence
from GreatBritain in 1947. Kashmir's ruler initially had trouble deciding which county he
wanted to be a part of. The situation grew
tense when Pashtun tribesmen from Pakistan
invaded Kashmir to protect their fellow Muslims. This invasion led to Kashmir's ruler seeking help from India, but with the understanding that there would be a referendum on
Kashmir's status in the future . Indian troops
moved in and India claimed Kashmir. The
agreed upon referendum was never held. Most
of the people in Kashmir are Muslims, and
Pakistan (also Muslim) has been insisting on
a referendum and giving aid to groups in Kashmir fighting for independence. Although this
is just a small part of the world, both contesting countries, India and Pakistan, have nuclear
weapons and, seemingly, the willingness to

use them. The use of nuclear
weapons in any pa..rt of the world
threatens us all.
On the 13m ofDecember
2001, militants from Kashmir attacked the Indian Parliament, killing dozens of people. India responded with outrage and moved
its troops to the border with Pakistan . Pakistan responded in
kind. This frightened the world
leaders, fearful that it might lead
to nuclear war. On October 25'h,
India finally began pulling its
troops back. Pakistan is doing the
same. However, though tensions
seem to be calming down, the Prime
Minister oflndia is still addressing Pakistan as a "demon." Future conflict, and the
potential for millions of deaths, remains possible.
ITEMTWO:
Since the fall of the Taliban, Afghanistan has seen progress, but there is still much
suffering and the possibility of the return of
the extremist rule by the Taliban. Early this
month, in the northern part ofAfghanistan, extremists burned down two schools simply because the students were female. Outside of the
capital of Kabul, warlords are ruling with brutality, the same brutality that allowed the
Taliban to take control 20 years ago. Health
care is in a horrible condition, especially for
the women, who suffer from complications from
pregnancy sometimes leading to death. Only
half the health care facilities have safe drinking
water, only 27 % have electricity, and 37 % have
no toilets for staff or patients. The United Sates
Secretary of Health and Human Services,
Tommy G. Thompson, has said "the Afghans

classes with Flores and he told classmates
about a year ago that he had gotten a concealed weapon permit. "He was just a very
aggravated student, a rude, obnoxious type
of person," she said. "He came across as
very aggressive and mean, and seemed to
have a lot of issues with being angry."
Anu Nigam, a 29-year-old graduate student, said she and her husband were
outside waiting for a shuttle bus when a
woman came out of the building with a cell
phone, trying to dial and screaming that
there was a man with a gun in the building.
Police were at the scene within seconds.
"A group of people were crying and
running desperately to get out of the building," Nigam said. "They were crying, tripping over one another, falling down."
Nigam 's husband, Vishwas Seshadri, 27, said
they saw 50 to 60 people scramble to get out
of the building.
University President Peter Likins
said there were no immediate plans to change
security procedures at the 34,000-student
university, which includes the 3 80-student
nursing school. "I don't now believe there's
any reason to imply a deficiency of security
either in that building or on this campus,"
he said.
·

Farquhar Center for
Undergraduate Studies
Gets a New Name
As of January 2nd 2003, the Farquhar
Center for Undergraduate Studies will be
known as the Farquhar College of Arts and
Sciences. This name change was brought
about panly because of suggestions that
students at Nova Southeastern University
should be attending a college instead of a
center, and partly because the administration felt that the new name" ... more
accurately reflects the mission of the
college."

have nothing; they need virtually everything." The President of Afghanistan, Hamid Karzai, is worried that the United
States will forget about him and his people as
it did after the Soviets left in 1989. "Most of
all, we need you to stay concerned about Afghanistan," Mr. Karzai stated.
ITEM3:
Recently, the Catholic Church in
America has been in the news due to the many
allegations and instances of child abuse by
priests. But the same problem is occurring in
the Church throughout the world. In July, the
Catholic Church in the Philippines issued an
apology for the abuses that have occurred in
the last twenty years. This week in Ireland
and in Chile, the Catholic Church had to issue
similar apologies. Meanwhile, the Vatican has
opposed the American Bishops' plans to deal
with pedophilia in the Church, claiming that it
does not protect the rights of priests nor the
Church.

PASA members
rehearse for the
step team that
will be
pefroming for
PASA's Third
Annual Talent
Show on
November22

at the
Performing Arts
· Theater in the
Library of
Research and
Technology.
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FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
c ·oLLEGE OF MEDICINE
APPLVONUNEt

http://med.fsu.edu/apply.asp

W.E 'RE ACCREDITED!
The Liaison ·Committee on Medical Education
conferred Initial accreditat:ion on the
FS U College of Medicine Oct 17, 2002.,

APPLY NOW!

, ·t.··uson1·1ne a t·.· me df
·........su,,e d. u
V.111
or call (650) 644-7904.
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Breast Cancer
Continued from Front Page
challenge. My story had to do with Judith.
gaged us-friends, colleagues, and stuMy adventure started with an e-mail
dents alike. It challenged us. It changed
message from the friend of a friend, asking ifl
us. And I think we all felt that we were a
was interested in completing a 3-day, 60-mile
little better as a result. During Judith's
walk to raise money for breast cancer. Shelley
protracted battle with the disease, she
had decided to do the walk in memory of our
submitted herself to the usual panoply of
friend Judith, who had lost her battle with
mainstream treatments that took her hair
breast cancer in 1993. I fancy myself a runner,
and, for brief periods, her hopeful energy
so walking as an endurance activity had never
and spirit. But she wore her bald head
much appealed to me. It seemed boring and
like a fashion statement and she never
tedious compared to more challenging aerosurrendered to despair. As we took turns
bic activities. This walk consisted of 60 miles
driving her to chemotherapy and teachover a 3-day period, though, and I had to ading her classes, she investigated alternamit that the challenge had merit. I had comtive treatments and practiced positive
pleted a marathon some years before, and just
imaging and hypnosis. Then there was
last year hiked 85 miles in the Alps. How difthe brief remission when we all dared to
ficult could it be to walk 60 miles? (Oh, how
breathe and hope that maybe, just maybe,
little I knew!) The fundraising aspect that
she wouldn't leave us so soon after all.
would require me to collect donations in the
On the day that she learned that the canamount of$1,900.00 struck me as more dauntcer had reappeared in her liver, she came
ing than having to walk 60 miles in 3 days in
to my house for a pre-planned gathering
the South Florida heat. Asking people to give
with what my daughter always referred to
money on my behalf to the Avon Breast Canas the "partying professors." She sat on
cer Crusade, even ifl agreed to earn it with my
my futon in the living room, drinking beer
legs, feet, and sweat, was not my cup of tea. I
and listening to bluesy Bonne Rait tunes.
wavered.
She played with the giddy balloons beBut then there was Judith. At 41 and
ing bandied about overhead. She laughed
in the prime of her life and career, Judith was
and talked and lived, despite the fact that
diagnosed with breast cancer. A professor of
just hours before she had been delivered
anthropology, Judith brought a contagious
a death sentence. One month later her
earnestness and enthusiasm to her work and
dad and my dad died on the same day,
her teaching. Judith also carried her belief in
and we mourned the loss of our fathers
the importance of community into the classtogether. Three months later, Judith died,
room with her students at Nova Southeastern
and I was doubly grieved.
University, and shared it with her co-workers
So yes, I assured myself, I could
and friends . In fact, her insistence on the diBreast Cancer continued on Page 7
vinity of community defined her, and it en-
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Car Seats

from birth to 40 pounds and can be converted from a rear to forw ard facing seat.
Other seats are only for infant use and once
By Hilda De Gaetano,D.O. ,FAAP ,FACOP
the child reaches a certain height the seat
Clinica l Assist ant Professor
needs to be changed.
Department of Pediatrics
Once the child weighs more than
Nova Southeaste rn University
40 pounds the child may be switched to a
College of Ost eopath ic Medicine
booster seat with a high back. Some seats
have a removable harness sysMotor vehicle
tem that can be removed when
Car seats, when used
crashes are the leading
the child is big enough. Once
p ro perly,
cause of death in children
could save a the harness system is removed,
child' s life. the seat can help ensure proper
between 1 and 14 years
old. Therefore the use of
fit for the adult shoulder/lap seat
child safety seats is crucial
belt. Many adults don't realize
for the well being of chiithat children need to be in some
dren that ride in motor vesort of restraining device until
hicles. Unfortunately up to
they weigh over 80 pounds and
80% of child safety seats
are over 58 inches tall. Until this
are used incorrectly. Many
size the child is still too small to
parents and child caregivers
use the adult seat belt.
are unaware of the latest
It is extremely important for adults
guidelines. The following is
transporting children to be aware
a summary of proper child
of basic guidelines regarding
safety seat use.
proper use of car seats. It is
Infants should be
important to study and berear facing until they are 1 year of age AND
come familiar with the owners
weigh 20 pounds. They should be placed in manual put out by the manufacturer for the
the center of the back seat in an approved car seat you have purchased. The manual will
seat. If an infant weighs 20 pounds at 8 months explain how to install the seat properly and
of age, he should still remain rear facing until may contain other vital information. There
his I-year birthday. Conversely, if an infant are also many places that offer free car seat
weighs 16 pounds at 1 year ofage, he should inspections.
remain rear facing until he reaches 20 pounds.
Here on campus, there are Board
This is to protect the infant's neck and head in Certified Pediatricians to help with all your
case his muscles are not strong enough.
childcare needs and answer any questions
After 1 year and 20 pounds has been you may have about car seats and other
reached the seat should be forward facing also topics. Please call the Ziff Healthcare Cenin the center of the back seat in an approved ter at 954-262-4100 to schedule an appointseat for age and size. Some seats are approved ment.

~
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Rising Cost of College Tuition
by Asma Quresh i
Contributing Writer
"Over the past twenty years, tuition
has more than doubled at both public and
private school s, " said Senator Joseph
Lieberman on the rising cost of college tuition. A study released Monday says that
declining tax revenues and the overall silence
in the economy caused college tuition and
fees to increase an average of more than five
percent for both two and four year institutions this year. The increase in tuition was
accompanied by a hike in room-and-board
charges, raising the average cost of attending a four-year public university for students
who live on campus by almost $700, which is
more than last fall.
The increase in tuition at public
.schools outpaced those at the nation's almost 2,000 private four-year colleges and universities, where tuition went up slightly this
fall to 5.8 percent, to an average of$18,273,
over 5.5 percent from last fall. Room and board
charges, at private colleges, also increased
to 4.7 percent to an average of $6,479. The
highest increase in a decade was in the price
increase at four-year public colleges because
of the consequence of a slow economy that
has declining tax revenues, which makes state
officials obligated to raise the tuition. "The
College Board's new report on tuition and
student aid confirms what we know too well:
that the poor performance of the economy
has had a substantial and negative impact on
tax revenue and the endowments, and consequently college tuitions," said David Ward,

president of the American Council on Education, which represents 1,800 colleges and universities.
A report by the American Council
on Education found that seventy-one percent of Americans believe that "a four-year
college education is not affordable for most
Americans," while sixty -five percent list cost
of a college education as a top concern, ranking it ahead of violent crimes against children, children's healthcare, and quality of
public schools. More than sixty percent of
full time students receive some type of financial aid at public four-year colleges and universities, as do more than seventy five percent of full-time students attending private
four-year colleges and universities. But most
of that aid usually comes from loans, which
can and does leave students burdened by
debts for years after graduation. Although,
$90 billion in financial aid was available to
students in fall of 2002, loans accounted for
fifty-four percent of that amount and grants
for just thirty- nine percent of the total.
Thus, the question that still remains
unanswered is, "why is college tuition so
high?" Schools have said that they are providing an expensive but highly valuable product-an education that will mean thousands
of dollars more in future earning power for
graduates. Parents and students are urged
to weigh the cost of a college education
against the value it will bring over the lifetime. College graduates can still expect to
make an average of $1 million more over their
professional lives than can their high school
graduates.

Quit procrastinating! Come and get your NSU ID card! We have
new extended hours, so no more excuses. Just bring yourself, a
photo id, and fill out the form located in our office. The card will be
ready within minutes. We are located in room 190 of the Horvitz
Administration Building.

Use your card for
• Identification
machines
• Library privileges
• Coke machines
• Copier usage
• Meal plan
Bookstore
• Dining
• Parking/Building access

In the very near future
• Vending

• Pay-for-print
• Laundry
In the future
• NSU

• Banking

Our Hours: Monday-Thursday 8:30am - 7:00pm
Friday 8:30am -6:00pm
Saturday 9:00am -12:00pm

NSU Card Office: (954) 262-8929
www.nova.edu/nsucard
email: nsucard@nova.edu

Is Financial Aid For You?
Is it difficult to concentrate on your
academics due to financial stress? You
may be able to relieve some of that stress
by applying for financial aid. It is not too
late to apply for the 2002-2003 academic
year. Financial aid includes grants
(undergraduate students), loans, student
employment and scholarships.

It is not always easy to keep up with the
changes in financial aid. However, as changes
occur it is the responsibility of the Office of
Student Financial Services and Registration
to keep students informed. There are several
changes that have occurred within the last
few wt:eks that effect financial aid students.

Loans
The best way to apply is through FAFSA on
the Web at www.fafsa.ed.gov. By applying
online, the process is fast, and there are edit
checks to reduce errors. Students who do
not have their Department of Education Personal Identification Number (PIN) should request one from www.pin.ed.gov to eliminate
sending a signature page. Parents of dependent students can also request a PIN. By
including your email address, you will receive an email with a link to your Student
Aid Report on the Web in no more than five
days.
Undergraduate students are required to complete the NSU StateAidApplication. This is
not required by graduate students. For other
information regarding financial aid and scholarships, check the NSU financial aid Web
site at www.nova.edu/cwis/finaid.

What's the Newest s~oo.p on Financial
Aid?

Due to the expiration of Section 428G(a)(3)
and (b )(1) of the Higher Education Act ofl 965
exceptions, all schools are now required to
implement new procedures in their loan processes. The new provision becomes effective
for loans guaranteed on or after October 1,
2002. In the past, institutions such as Nova
Southeastern University, who had a low default rate were exempt from these provisions.
However, the Department of Education has
mandated that all schools must now adhere to
these provisions. This will affect students regarding the deli very of loan funds as follows :
For students who borrow loan funds for a loan
period that is only one term in length, the loan
must now be disbursed in two equal disbursements. This means that instead of receiving
the full disbursement at the beginning of the
term, two loans will be disbursed: one at the
beginning of the term and the other at the
mid-point of the term. For example, if the loan
period is for the winter or spring term, which
begins January 2, 2003 and ends May 3, 200'.\
the first disbursement will occur in approxi-

mately the end of December/beginning
of January and the second disbursement at the midpoint of the term ( approximately March).
This only affects students whose loans
are awarded for one term. [n most cases,
students are awarded for nvo terms.
The second change to regulations oniy
applies to first-time, first-year undergraduate student borrowers. Students
who meet this condition will have a 30day delay in their first disbursement.
Again, these changes are due to federal
regulations and are beyond the control of
Nova Southeastern University. Students
are urged to contact their congressionai
delegates in order to assure that this revision is changed for low default rate schools,
as it has been done in the past. However, there
is a possibility that these provisions will be
changed again. We will keep students abreast
of any changes to these provisions when they
occur.

Online Master Promissory Notes

In order to receive a disbursement from Federal Stafford Loans students must complete
the Master Promissory Note (MPN). Once a
student is awarded a loan through the Office
of Student Financial Assistance and the loan
is guaranteed by the lender, the student must
complete the MPN. N otification that the stu-

dent has been guaranteed by the lender and
that an MPN is required will sent to the student either through the mail or via the student's
NSU email accoU,.'1.t. Students are only required
to complete the MPN once every ten years,
unless they change lenders. It is now possible
to complete the MPN online through the NSU
financial aid Web site at http://www.nova.edu/
cwis/finaid/aidyear02-03/loans.htrnl.
Remember, the MPN is a legal document requiring you to repay the loan. Please read the

~

How Should Immigration In This Country Be Improved For The Better?
by Nicolette J. Fontaine
Contributing Writer
Immigration in this country should
be improved in order for the United States to
move toward a more culturally integrated and
advanced socif.':'., Immigration should not be
eliminated: Sl,., utions can be reached .in order
to impro>"e our immigration policies. We must
all cemember Ihat immigrants created our country, and although choices about who could
enter have been introduced in the past, people
who decide to enter the United States can and
will form and enhance our future . According
to Julian Simon, Professor of Business at the
University of Maryland, "Increased immigration to the United States would contribute to
the country's technological advancement,
help provide for the nation's labor needs, increase tax revenues, and improve U.S. competitiveness in the world economy. To boost
the nation's productivity, the U.S. should improve the immigration policies to favored
skilled workers."
We can launch technological advancements in our country through improving our immigration policies. To improve these
policies, we need to focus initially on the inflow of highly intellectual people with great
productivity potentials and technical abilities,
and concentrate on economic features rather
than family associations. As indicated by Scott
Barbour in his book Immigration Policy, increasing immigration of educated foreign students will enable our universities to elevate
their rates and therefore enhance their programs to a higher technological status. This
can result in producing highly qualified professionals in today's work force.

Because of its strong economy,
Immigration in this country has led United States for at least five years time; must
wealth and opportunity, the United States is a to problems such as illegal undocumented file a petition; must be able to read, write, and
popular destination for immigrants. Tricia aliens. As indicated by Nicolaus Mills in his speak English; must possess good moral charAndryszewski in her booklmmigration states
book Arguing Immigration, aliens in the United acter; must know U.S. principles; must demonthat with the increasing number of retiree[; ; n States often forged social security cards and strate favor towards the wellness of the coun,our population, we will need young immigrani used them :o apply for jobs and to gain other try; and must have no opposition to the U.S.
workers to take the place 0f their jobs. Forbenefits . C>m sequently, they were able to Government.
eign workers will integrate their cultural ideas
evade paying taxes, while acquiring job opSeptember 11th revealed to the United
into our country, which in turn will introduce portunities with reasonable wages, more than States that there are foundational flaws and
new areas of exploration, technology, ecoearned in their homelands. Authors Burns, deficiencies in our immigration laws, and as a
nomic productivity, and new lifestyles. AcPeltason, Cronin and Magleby of the book result, it has placed a threat on our national
cording to Peter Francese, President ofAmeriGovernment by the People state tliat the Im- security. After the tragedy of September 11 '\
migration and Naturalization Service cannot af- · the American government and people are workcan Demographics Magazine, "Almost all the
ford to provide a patrol system on all borders ing hard to ensure public safety, by obstmctstates in the Northeast and Midwest are expected to have growth rates below the sparse -of the United States, and in order to track down ing potential terrorists from entering the counand expel u..'1documented aliens in this coun- try. There is a clear and present danger ofteraverage, and the areas with no growth population will experience severe labor shortages, try, the Immigration Reform and Control Act of rorist attacks on our country, but we must not
therefore lowering production of the U.S."
1986 was formed. This Act increases the cost forget to improve immigration policies in the
of social services for aliens, and illegal aliens midst of the nation's state of high alert. ConThis statement is a definite reason for us to
raise the immigration in this country.
are excluded from admissions to colleges, wel- gress will begin to pass stringent immigration
Most immigrants come here in search fare programs and health care benefits. Eco- laws to protect the interests of the American
of jobs, to escape tragic wars, to reside per- nomic correspondent, Robert Ruttner, sug- people. Despite the recent apprehension tomanently in a new land, and to explore what gested a solution to this problem of illegal im- wards immigration in the United States, immithis country has to offer and then return to migration. Ruttner's suggestion was to estab- grants will continue to benefit the country by
lish a single national ID card. If an employee helping to advance technologically, increase
their homelands. Long ago, the first immigrants expressed a courageous and positive
asked to see the card and if it was a counterfeit competition with foreign countries, and boost
copy, the alien would be criminally penalized. our nation's productivity. Immigration has exattitude by coming to an unknown country
with hopes of establishing a new Jjfestyle and
Although the United States should isted since our land was :first discovered, and
impose strict penalties for illegal immigration, has resulted in a cultural melting pot that has
seeking ownership of land. According to
Immigrants should be granted the opportunity made the United States a leader in world power
Gerald Leinwand in his book American Immigration, Norwegian immigrants in 1845 had to become legal citizens, respect the law of this today. With the help of immigrants, we will concountry, learn the English language, and then tinue to strive toward competition and trade
no expectation of gaining riches, but had the
desire to reside in a productive country with a be able to establish their lives on American with distant foreign lands, as well as prosper
soil. What are the methods to obtain citizen- towards a more cultural, educated and diverse
liberal and democratic govemment, where freeship in our country? According to Authors society.
dom and equality played a primary role in religious and civil matters, and where each of Burns, Peltason, Cronin and Magleby, the
them had the liberty to earn a living. Immi- rights of citizenship have naturalization re- If you would like more information about the
grants have given the United States a chance quirements such as these: one must be over 18 works cited in this article,. please contact the
years of age; must be lawfully residing in the Broadly Speaking Newspaper at NSU Law
to flourish into a diverse and cultural society.
Center.
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to intuitively combine rap and pop is his
strong point, at the same time it has cost
him the respect of many rap fans who
claimed he has sold out. Yet, this hasn't

"Life 101: Personally Speaking" presents LL Cool l
by M yriam Georges

gmyriamnova .edu
On November 7, 2002 hip hop star LL
Cool J will be guest to NSU 's very own Life
101: Personally Speaking. The format of the
event is a formal interview hosted by Professor Mark Cavanugh, Ph.D. The series, which ·
has already featured former Attorney General
Janet Reno and children's advocate John
Walsh, is sponsored by Student Life.
The rap veteran whose name has
been known for more than a decade is inspirational in both life and career. At 33 years old,
LL Cool J is a recipient oftwo Grammy Awards,
has penned his autobiography, I Make lvfy
Own Rules. and is the first rap artist to amass
six consecutive platinum-plus selling albums
and six gold singles
Born James Todd Smith, Ladies Love
Cool James (LL Cool J) began rapping at the
age of nine but started his career at 16 in
Queens, N .Y. LL began recording tapes in his In 17 years LL Cool J, has become a veteran rap star, an actor, and writer all by the age of
home after his grandfather bought him a mix- 33 years old. In October he released his tenth album entitled 10. Its first week the album
sold more than 154,000 copies.
ing table.
Sending his tapes to various record vetem in the industry in a fashion that many
"Rap was empowering, it gave me the
opportunity to experience power ' cause I was labels, he finally caught the attention of Def before and after him have been unable to duhelpless living in an abusive home. Rap pro- Jam Productions. His first single, "I Need A plicate. Tracks such as his 1987 "I Need Love"
vided an escape; it was the first time I heard Beat," was released in 1984. Selling more than
and 1990 "Mama Said Knock You Out" manipeople articulating things I could relate to, and 100,000 copies; the single established LL Cool
fest LL Cool J's ability to mix rap and pop efthat I wanted to say," he said in a 1997 inter- J in the rap industry.
fectively. This makes him a trademark and a
LL Cool J has become a successful master in the rap game. Although, LL's ability
view.

stopped LL Cool J from pursuing his career.
The image ofLL Cool J began to transcend the music industry in the mid 1990's as
he ventured into movies, television sitcom and
fashion. In September, he released his first
children's book, entitled And the Winner Is.
His latest album, 10, sold more than
154,000 copies in its first week in stores. "With
10, LL Cool J is still relevant, because he has
been able to transcend time periods. Throughout his career he has reinvented himself, while
still staying true to who he is. When he raps
he is still thinking about the girls who have his
picture on the wall and the cats that know he
has been through it all. He's not trying to be
what he's not and he is what he is," said Def
Jam President Kevin Liles in a Def Jam interview.

Tickets for the event ran out just o.ut a
few short hours after they became available. "Life 101" has also brought Janet
Reno and John Walsh to campus, but L.
L. Cool J.'s talk set a new record for the
speed with which tickets vanished. The
NSU campus community really wants to
hear from the singer; actor, and writer!
The next issue of The Knightwill feature
highlights of the talk.

Breast Cancer
Continued from Page 4
do this Walk-challenge in memory of Judith,
and in the hope that maybe, just maybe, the
little dent that we could collectively make in
this disease would be just enough to save
someone else's friend, or partner, or sister, or
mother, or daughter. You see I, too, have come
to believe in the transforming power of community. I called Shelley and told her that there
would be two ofus walking for Judith.
On Day One of the 3-day walk, thousands of participants and volunteers gathered
for the opening ceremony at the Florida Atlantic University campus in the pre-dawn hours.
The scene was organized chaos. Walkers scurried this way and that in search of their gear
trucks and the starting area, and volunteers
bustled about directing both car and pedestrian traffic. My first encounter with a volunteer set the tone of this remarkable adventure.
I was feeling somewhat cranky from my early
awakening and anxious, not only about finding the truck with the letter "I" on it for my
duffel bag, but also about the series of unknowns that would define my life over the
course of the next three days. I approached a
middle-aged woman who appeared to be a volunteer, fully expecting impatient or, at the very
least, brisk instructions . Instead, upon learning that I was a walker, she clasped my hands
warmly and thanked me for walking for her,
since she was herself a survivor. I never did
get her name.
Before embarking on our trek, we
were asked to hold hands and bow our heads
while remembering the casualties of the disease and celebrating its survivors. The woman
to my left clenched my hand, and when the

ceremony ended, we brushed away the tears,
hugged one another, and exchanged names.
Hers was Collette, and she, too, had a story.
She was an attractive woman in her early forties, and she was wearing the trademark pink
hat and T-shirt. She told me that she been
diagnosed and treated for breast cancer less
than a year ago. And here she was-a walking
survivor. However difficult or uncomfortable
this experience proved to be, I reflected, how
could I possibly complain?
By 6:45 AM we hit the pavement and
watched the sun inch upward, spreading a palette of color across the South Florida sky, a
ritual that would be repeated the next two days.
The early miles took us through an industrial
part of Boca Raton as we made our way east
and south. Most of the walkers were chatty
and high-spirited in spite of the dismal route in
the early going. Some people enjoyed the camaraderie of the three or more people with
whom they had trained for the event. Others,
such as myself, walked alone, hooking up with
other lone walkers and becoming companions
for the next four or five miles or so. By midmorning the roiling South Florida sun had vacuumed up the thin cloud cover, and the nature
of the challenge that lay ahead began to assert ·
itself: a battering sun, steaming cement, and
miles of road. In time, though, the ugly scenery gave way to a view of the beach and the
slight shade afforded by palm trees guarding
the road.
As we made our way from one pitstop to the next- relishing the bathroom break,
the snack, the cold water, the volunteer's smile
or playful squirt gun-we were treated towel-

come displays of support along
the course from friends and family members, from onlookers and
passers-by. People honked their
horns and shouted and waved
eJ91\\1 V'Ollnit:n wilt be
as they drove by. Some had their
diag~ with ~ast cane~ up from
cars decorated in pink ribbons;
.
~
#IA
' st· ,a #. .
.
.
others held out cardboard signs
Jtil•·
wishing us good luck or expressing their thanks. Over the next
three days, the miles wore our
O\f;,r
mlHiom. ~omen. walk.tog
legs and feet down but not our
aroul'W \J"Adiagm~ with br~a'$t
spirits, thanks to the parade of
well-wishers and the small army
of volunteers looking after us,
from the pit-stops during the day
.&,£,. C
J.. '
~
d'.A:1U I.
to the campsites at night.
l!)eauJ 1ttom ,pJfeS,j\t;G!l)ll€:l8t' \J.'U•)µt
I was especially moved
by the support offered by survivors who came out to cheer us
on because, they explained, they
Men'are v1dnerabfe to breast
could not walk for themselves.
''No, no," we yelled and clapped
our hands in return. "Thank you
for being out here in the hot sun
to wish us well." On that first
day while marching along a twolane roadway south of Boca, we
passed a throng of energetic
and a huge placard waved at us and ansupporters who, equipped with tables and
nounced: ''I'MA SURVIVOR!"
chairs, had obviously settled in for a day of
I met Cathy on a lonely stretch of
rallying the walkers along their stretch of the
walk at the end of the first day after almost 20
route. A CD player was blasting upbeat mumiles of pavement. The sun was bearing
sic for us to walk by, and bundles of pink and
down
on me at mid-afternoon, and my spirits
white balloons danced in the breeze above
them. Pink ribbons decorated the poles that
Breast Cancer continued on Page 12
served as markers at the edge of the road,
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·t Gay Straight- Student Aliiance
www.nova.edu/G§SA
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·. An or~-aniza~ion·tor au~~~~nts who
wis~ to be actively involved in supporting diversity on campus

. . ·- . . ,_ Who: "~ .

Generat:mertitiership is open to·atlstµd~nts who attend
. '...:. -~ N.ova Southeastern 'University
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Meetings are every 2nd & 411, Tuesday of the month
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Advertise h,ere in~fJC1·LO
Call 954-262-84·6·1 fo·r
more infor'.ma,tlo·n.

Doctors are available to take care of
your child's pediatric needs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Please call for Appointments for:
Illness
School physicals
Routine immunizations
3 board-certified Pediatricians
Most Insurances accepted
Urgent same-day care always available!

Location:
Hours:
Phone:

Sanford L. Ziff Health Care Center
3200 South University Drive & SW 30th Street
9:00 am. - 5:00 p.m. Mon-Fri
(~
954-262-4100
';~

0

SW, f1"Street
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+

• SarJott! L. Ziff
Hr,affb Ct.ts- '1D
Ucim:it<;Dr

I'
NP\'.\
$0UiliEASTI;l\N
l;'l,l\'E.Rlil'I'l'
Health Professions Division·
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1 Win friends and influence people! "The Knight" is looking
for qualified undergraduate students with writing, business
skills, and layout. You could be our copy editor, and earn
cash for proofreading each issue before it goes to press!
Or, you might help us by displaying your prowess as an
investigative journalist, or ad salesperson. Call ext 8455 to
inquire about these and other paid positions!
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·-A'rs FloresSympbonyOrcllestra ··· ,··-"·
2002-2003 Season
Saturday, December 7, 2002, 2:00PM-Ars Flores Family Concert

Nova Southwttru Univenttyia 'Mlttiacl ThQt\ter
Pizza, Hands-On Art, Instrument Di~lays - Begin at 12:30PM

Saturday, January 11, 2003, 8:00PM-AisFlores Symphony Orchestra
in Concert with Gu~t ~ts, QuinTango

Nuvll Suuthtutltmt tlnlvmttyi, Mlnlad Theattr
Featuring Tango Dancers and ,Pre-Con~ert Tango Music and Dancing!

Sunday, January 19, 2003, 4:00PM - Senior High Concerto Competition Winners in
Concert with Ars Flores Symphony Orchestra .
,,. .r · ·
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H1artino rche Official Hair~resser
Of 'l:he '11s. £.atin America U.S.A.

Sunday, March 2, 2003, 4:00PM-Ars Fiores Symphony Orchestra
in Concert with the Nova Singers ·

Jnvites J,tova University's Stu;,ents tro

N0vtt Southill!ihlrn Unlvonity1MMIAlad Thntor

"'Hello· C(!.r·geous"'
.

Saturday,April 5, 2003, 4:00PM-Ars Flores Symphony Orchestra
in Concert with Acclaimed Pianist,
Jeffrey Biegel

,; :-St'-J:c:J ~x-. t.:::3

Public· Piano Masterclass 1:00PM

Trlftity Epfseoplll C1thml, M.wnl

1_- d'erson t'With d .-0. & Coupon
-.tst re; me Only
,..-

Saturday,-A pril26;2003, 7:00-11:00PM ,
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Hair Salon
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Sunday, June 22, 2003, 4:00PM-Ars Flores Symphony Orchestra
In Concert with NSU Summer Music Institute Guest Artists

H1 artint'( 11 ot Unly Cuts Hair ......
He Creates rrhe !ook rJor Your rJace
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Developing tomorrow's music professionals through mentoring and performance,
while fostering community interest in the arts

a 501(c )(3) organization

1
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Orchestra

ph: 954-764-4455 • fax: 954-764-3603
www.arsflores.com • arsflores@cin.com
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Be part of a brand that's
in a class of its own!
OPPORTUNITIES FOR
SECOND SHIFT
Here is what's in it for you:

a Personal performance incentives
• Cash balance-pension
a Stock contribution plan
a Profit sharing plan
8 Tuition assistance after three months
a Fully paid training
8

Onsitc cafeteria, a credit union,
and ample free parking
II Discounts on travel packages and
personal financial planning
lf)'XlU want to he part ofa wim1ing company, visit our
Web site, click on "view our current opportunities".
and enter the keyword of your job choice (keyw~nl:
1139588 or 11402BR). Be sure to include y"ur e-mail
address when filling out your online profile.
Staffing cnnsultants standing by to contact you.

College L, your wp priorit1' right 1w>1; hut /er sface ii.
you need nwney. And what b,mer way to eam ii 1han wirh
a brand thats in a class of/is own -.4111e11can Express,
a name ihar will alwq.vs i<Klk !,,~XHI on }YJUr resume! Our
, fiJcm on supfrior se1,4ce delivery has creared opportunities
· f<,r bright, outgoing people in thes,:positiuns:

Credit Representatives -11402BR

(1:30pm - 10pm, Sundays - Thursdays)
Amcri.can Express is known for excellent service, and
we're always striving to do more for our cHslnmers. Our
Credit Representatives use their tact and diplomacy to help
resolve customer acwunt balance problems. If you enjoy
working through details to get things done, this is for you!
To qual/fyfor our openings in Credit, you must possess
~lfective communicationskilli, one year qf'ci,vtome.r service,
call cemer or credit experienN; demonstrated problemso/vi11g and negotiation aNlities; and PC proficienq.

Customer Service
Sales Representatives -11395BR
(4:30pm • lam, Days to be detennincd)
lnstead of making cold calls, make hot sales! With American
Express, the buyers call you. Tiiat's right, you take a c.,11;
deliver great service; initiate farther conversation and then
use your ability to tum opporittnities into sales!
1i> qiwl/fj•jor our openings in Customer Sales. you 'ii need
al least ., me year of'Lmtomer sales, call center or customer
service experience; PC pn:!fkiency; a smile in your telephone
voice; sha,p listening skills and a desire to succeed

www.ame ri ca nexp ress.com/jo bs
Amcrk:~o .Expte:;;..:; is ao Equal Op~'lnrtmiity Eroploycr. Pn..-...eirtpk,ymrnt tcst.ir1g1drug ~crte;rifig, <ind backgr<mnd check requir(-tl.

Where sisterhood only begins in
undergrad ...

.....

The year two thousand and two has brought new experiences
to the Gamma Delta Chapter of Lambda Theta Alpha . Founded
at NSU in the spring of 2001, Gamma Delta chapter has
participated in many community service events such as Big
Brother/Big Sister, beach clean ups, and LEAF donations.
Their next community service venture is cooking for the
residents at the Ronald McDonald House at Jackson memorial
Hospital in Miami. For those of you who do not know, the
Ronald McDonald house is place designed specifically to give
support to families of critically ill children receiving medical
care at area hospitals. This November, the sisters of LTA,
Gamma Delta chapter will be providing diner for these families
on two separate dates. Also planned for the month of
December is their annual "Ritmo y Pasion" event. The "Ritmo y
Pasion" event is an open mic, poetry, and coffee house night.
If you are interested in more information about Lambda Theta
Alpha Latin Sorority, Inc. please visit the national website at
www.larribdalady.org
or email us at
lambdalady_3@yahoo.com

Call now to reserve your space!

KAPLAN
1·800-KAP·TEST
kaptest.com
'l~M hifflt4 1m, !ell!Wt~ tr11a.1tll,"<t Oflhi,il re, ,;e<:1'·1• O\i',fi~.

C~A,1,,¥,J::)i

Test Prep. Admissions and Guidance. For life. ·

PAK MAIL
1819 S. University Drive, Davie
"We ship Anything Anywhere"

GOING HOME?
LET PAK MAIL PACK AND SHIP YOUR VALUABLES WITH
CUSTOM PACKING, SHIPPING, UPS AND MUCH MORE
AT THE CORNER OF UNIVERSITY DRIVE AND 1-595 OR
CALL US AT 954.577.3054
NO LINES ... NO WAITING

Two Months Free On a One Year Mailbox Rental
Monday thru Friday 10:00 am to 6:00 pm
Saturday 10:00 am to 2:00 pm
Closed on Sundays
P.S.---Free box for Shipping when you show us your Valid
School l.D.
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Hungry for Some Hannibal?
Hannibal. Lectar is back in Red Dragon
By Dennis Heard
SpyboyXXx."aol.com

Anthony Hopkins returns as Hannibal in
Red Dragon. The latest movie featuring the
Dr. Lectar is the prequel in the Hannibal
series.

I am the only bozo out of the people I
know who hasn't seen "Silence of the Lambs,"
and I am always hassled when someone finds
that out: "Are you kidding me?! You haven't
seen it! " I would start to reply, "Oh yeah, I've
seen it; I just really like being asked annoying
hypothetical questions." Regardless, I feel
privileged to be able to see the "first installment" of the "Lecter" trilogy- "Red
Dragon"-before the other installments "Silence of the Lambs" and "Hannibal."
"Red Dragon" is an adaptation of the
1986 film "Manhunter." In "Red Dragon" FBI
agent Will Graham (Will Graham) seeks the help
of his attempted murderer Dr. Hannibal Lecter
(Anthony Hopkins) to help solve the case of

"The Tooth Fairy."
Wow. What a mind. Hopkins' portrayal of the Lecter character is unbelievable,
or rather unbelievably believable. When you
interact with someone else, you get a "feel"
for that person; you get a partial understanding of how that person thinks and feels. With
Lecter, there is no chance of understanding, at
least not without a PhD in psychology (in the
film, that doesn't help either).
Apparently, the film is similar to "Silence of the Lambs" only with a few key differences. In "Silence," Clarice Starling (Jodie Foster), a young FBI agent, is assigned to help
find a missing woman, and save her from "Buffalo Bill" with the help ofHannibal "the cannibal." However, Hannibal's relationship with
Graham is more complex than with Starling and
makes for the main differen1.:e on the film.
Hannibal was put away because of Graham
(well, Graham didn't kill people and serve them
as entrees, he just found it out). Thusly, the
energy and tension between the cannibal and
the agent is all new and exhilarating. Hannibal 's

Jackass Lives up to its ~~me, Thankfully

The Casting of Colors

By Dennis Heard

Contributing Writer

by Karen Marcel

Johnny Knoxville and

SpyboyXXXaol.com
What's worse : getting shot by a
twelve gauge shotgun loaded with a beanbag,
an alligator biting your nipple, or maybe a toy
car being submerged in an uncomfortable spot,
and I am not talking about the back seat of a
Volkswagen? Human logic alone cannot answer this timeless question; thusly, experimentation was the only solution. I recently sprained
my ankle so I couldn't perform the above
stunts. Luckily, the gentlemen from "Jackass:
The Movie" were so kind as to gracefully enlighten us.
·
"Jackass: The Movie" isn't about
anything. It's just a comedy of nine and 1.t;
guys performing a plethora of stunts and
gross-out gags in the name of no other way to
make a living, written by Jeff Tremaine and
Spike Jones (Being John Malkovich and various music videos (see Beastie Boys)). Every
last one of these r,timts is crude, coarse, and
off-color in all senses of the words, and aside
from shock value and raw hilarity, there are no
redeeming qualities to this movie. You should
not enter the theater thinking anything else.
However, I, and as always my buddies, enjoy
kicking back, relaxing, and enjoying the less
finer things in life from time to time (I always
try not to see movies alone; you enjoy them
much more and get to talk about it afterwards,
which always makes for a good time).
As cliche as this line was at the premiere of the movie, my face was hurting from
laughing so much when I left the theater. If
you like the TV show, you will love this hour
and a half-long, commercial free, big screen
spin-off. Some of the scenes were a bit restricted compared to the previous efforts of
most of the Jackass member's soon-to-be-ifnot-already cult films of the CKY series (see
Landspeed: CKY, CKY2K, and CKY3). The hypothesis why: that they were trying to av<?id
an NC-17, or potentially higher, rating in order
to make the film more accessible and invariably more profitable. Be that as it may, the
movie is full of paper-cuts, ill uses of muscle

exceptations in

Jackass: The

stimulators, golf carts, and pain galore was still
hilarious and I enjoyed all ofit.
This movie receives a nine out of ten
"wasabi-snooters" rating for unparalleled for
shocking hilarity and will be a kick in the pants
for mainstream America. i love this country,
but sometimes things are just taken too seriously or completely the wTong way. Steve-0,
one of the more infamous members of the Jackass posse, was sued and incarcerated for the
"emotional trauma" he supposedly caused in
one viewer via a live performance of stapling
his scrotum to his leg. The positive merits of
this act are minimal at best, but it is this
individual's choice of art-:-his freedom of expression. It doesn't take a genius to figure out
that "Jackass" or the "Don't Try This at Home
Tour" will not contain the most socially accepted of acts; hence let's use our brains
America or lighten up at least. (wow, two social commentaries in two articles, I need to calm
down).

Just over 50 years ago, when the Civil
Rights Movement began to change racial
boundaries, minorities in entertainment were
usually limited to comic relief on television programs. As you see, this is not where television currently stands today, but it is still in
need of improvement.
Overall, television programs fail to
represent the true-to-life percentage of ethnic
groups in the United States. Not only that,
but it also fails to represent more interaction
between racial and ethnic groups. Diversity in
the media impacts how stories are covered and
influence ethnic youths . Mayuran
Tiruchelvam mentions in her article The Public Eye, "one in six doctors in America is one
of Asian descent yet none of the major 'doctor' shows featured Asian-American regulars
until 'ER' recently added Ming-Na to its credits. One in every four Americans is a person of
color.
Every year the Screen Actors Guild
(SAG) releases important numbers indicating
the percentage of roles going to ethnic
groups including African-Americans, Asian/
Pacific, Latino/Hispanic, North American Indian, Caucasian, and other. The categories are
supporting roles, lead roles, and all roles. SAG's
president William Daniels noted, "We're moving slowly but steadily toward the reality of
portraying the American scene."
So many factors fall in when it comes
to casting. Not only has ethnicity been a big
issue, although it is the largest; other factors
are age, gender, disability, and stereotypes,
; for example, Asian women tend to get roles
I where they play the exotic sex kitten which
end up with the white male hero.
Because of the NAACP placing increasing pressure on the four major broadcasting channels,ABC, NBC, CBS, and FOX, the
number of roles going to actors of color has
increased, but it leaves out Hispanic and Asian
actors, whose representation is not as strongly

I
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anger and resentment are key throughout this
movie.
Overall, I couldn't find a thing ·wrong
with this film. It covered and exceeded all of
my expectations of being the prequel to one of
the most suspenseful and terrifying psychological-crime thrillers. It receives a well-deserved nine out of ten human serving forks
because of this.
Just one last side note: I saw a child
that was no older than nine-years-old. What's
going on here? The verisimilitude of this film
is almost overwhelming. Let's use our brains
people.

represented. Los Angeles Times commentator Karen Grigsby Bates notes, "blacks, while
absent from some of prime-time television's
biggest shows, are represented overall on
screen far more than are most other minority
groups".
SAG 's casting data shows that 22.9%
of roles in 2000 went to performers of color,
the highest number since the Guild began their
statistics in 1992, it was 21.2% in 1999. (Remember this is quantity, not quality). Although
2002 numbers have not been released yet, the
number for African-American casting has decreased from 22.9% in 2000 to 22.1%in2001 .
These numbers are derived from TVffheatrical roles and do not include daytime television, game or reality shows, animated shows,
or most non-prime time programs.
SAG has taken steps to insure
growth in casting of actors of color. The
Producer's Industry Advancement and Cooperative Fund (IACF), in conjunction with
Screen Actors Guild, has commissioned the
African American Television Report, which is
the most comprehensive study to date of the
quantity and content of African American
portrayals on prime time television.
William Daniels "hopes to convince
industry insiders that diversity can improve
their bottom line and that they need look no
further than the Screen Actors Guild for highly
competent performers. We believe many producers and programmers are missing opportunities to reach a larger, broader audience
through more diverse casting," he concluded.
An issue we are beginning to focus
on is when a role does not specify race, casting directors are more likely to merely assume
"White," but minority actors should have the
same opportunity to take these parts. This
occurs not only in casting for actors, ·but also
behind the scenes. Talent found behind the
scenes drives the quality of television: it is
found in the producers, directors, and creators. "As the diversity ofthe nation's population increases, the pressure on Hollywood
to reflect that diversity is likely to increase.

~
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Unity in Diversity: The Baha'i Unity Club
NSU's Baha'i Unity Club wants to promote unity among the various
religions and racial groups on campus.
by Myriam Georges
gmyri amn ova.edu
The aim of several of Nova Southeastern University's clubs and organizations
is to be unifed in the face of diversity, and in
this tradition, a new religious club aims to be
unified in diversity.
According to President Nura
Mowzoon, the purpose of the Baha'I Unity
Club is to bring people of various races and
religions together, to help promote spirituality
on campus among people of all faiths, and to
be a resource for learning more about the Baha'i
faith. "[We stand] as an example to the rest of
the campus that unity in diversity is not only
possible, but beautiful," said Mowzoon.
Known as the second-most widespread faith in the world, the Baha'is have more
than five million followers. Virtually every nationality, religious background, ethnic group
and social class is represented in the Baha'i
community as the organization believes in a
unified global society in which all people, regardless of religion, race, or social class, are
one.
Founded in the mid 1800s by a Persian nobleman, known today as Baha'u'llah,,
Baha'is believe that there is one God, that all
the world's religions represent one changeless
and eternal Faith of God, and that all humanity
is one race destined to live in peace and harmony.
Last month the members of the club
celebrated Baha' i Awareness Week during the
week of October 21st. A Peace Pole was dedicated to the umversity at the end of the celebration. It stands between Rosenthal and the
Goodwin Residential Hall . This month, introductory courses to the faith will be held every
Tuesday evening starting November 5th in
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Dead Ann Landers
ake letters and advice
So I have this problem ... The girl I've been
dating is really hot, and lots of fun, and we
have a great relationship. You'd think I
have it made, right? Well, the problem is
that her roommate is even hotter and I find
her irresistible. We flirt and party together - but nothing has really ever come
ofit. There have been those "moments"
where something could have, and we both
smiled and backed away slowly. I really
want her roommate - but I don't want to
ruin things with my girlfriend. iiow do I
get both of them?
You, my friend, represent the very reason
guys are called pigs. Ever heard of the
expression "You can't have your cake, and
eat it too"? Or are you delusional and think
that you should be able to get whoever
you want, whenever you want? Just forget about the roommate. Sure, it's natural
to think about other people sometimes but if you care about your girlfriend at all,
you'll leave it at just that- thinking.

Myriam Georges/ Knight Newspaper

During Baha'i Awareness Week a Peace
Pole was dedicatedto the University. Tbe
peace pole is a 6-sided pole that states "May
peace prevail on earth" in 12 different
languages.
Room 208 at the Flight Deck. Class topics will
include "The Eternal Covenant of God" and
"The Greatness ofthis Day".
The dub is open to Baha'i.s and
nonBaha'i s. Meetings are held every Thursday at 5:30pm al the Rosenthal Flight Deck.
Keep your ears open for more Baha'i events
this year. for more information email
nmowzoon@hotmail.com

Breast Cancer
Continued from page 7
were flagging a b!t at the three or so miles that
were left. I saw her heels first, as I tried to catch
up with the only other walker in view. She was
a forty-something Black woman who walked
jauntily and with purpose. She, too, was a breast
cancer survivor of several years, and although
she had completed many walks and nms for
breast cancer, lhis was her fast-but not last,
she assured me- -60-miler. Grateful for every
day oflife, she spends much of her time these
days coaching other cancer survivors and working on behalf of raising awareness. Suddenly,
those last miies in that 24-mile day didn't seem
quite so bad.
After nearly twenty-four miles of walking on that first day, we trudged into Lockhart
Stadium, located the truck that held our gear,
collected our tent, and found our pre-assigned
place on the grassy turf. I couldn't remember
ever feeling so tired or grimy. Home for the
time being consisted oflittle two-man tents that
were spread across the center of the field and
surrounded by rows and rows of port-a-potties. During the day we walked. In the late

This guy on my hall is in one of my classes
and always comes to me to copy my homework. I don't want to say no, but I am sick
of doing all the work. So what should I do?
No one can take advantage of you unless
you let him. Why are you letting this guy
walk all over you? If you don't want this
kid copying your homework, you need to
state that. And if you're scared oflosing a
"friend" or acceptance -just remember that
this guy probably wasn't the best person

afternoon and evening we walked some more,
and then we stood in one line after the next to
tend to our most basic needs. Once settled in
our tents, we headed about a half-mile in one
direction to reach the portable showers and
sinks. A half-mile in the other direction took
us to a huge tent, equipped with mobile
kitchen, serving stations, and lines of rectangular tables and metal chairs, which served as
our moveable "feast." Although the organizers had prepared an evening oflive music and
entertainment under the big top, most of us
were in our tents and fast asleep by 9 :00 PM.
At 5 :00 AM under an inky sky we scrambled
out of our sleeping bags and into our walking
clothes and followed our flashlights to the
sinks, the port-a-potties, the breakfast tent.
Strangers connected by a common will and a
shared sense of purpose, for three days we
walked, stood in line, and lived together like a
nomadic tribe. We shared meals, expressed
words of encouragement, woke up in the dark,
and carried the weight of our stories through
the heat of the long miles.
Throughout the next three days, from
seven in the morning until late evening when
the last stragglers made it in to camp, several
times over and at various intersections we
would be sure to s;;e the volunteer crossing
guards. One was a plump, late-middle-aged
woman who wore a long gray braid and a

to be hanging around anyways. And if
that doesn't work, you can always give
him the wrong answers.

I've had a long-distance girlfriend for
almost a year now. I love her, but the
distance thing is killing me and every
time I go out I'm tempted by other girls.
What should I do?
Typical Male Response - "Dude! Quit
whining about this girl that's out in BFE.
Get drunk, and hook up with someone
else already. Besides -what she doesn't
know can't hurt her."

Typical Female Response- "If you really loved your girlfriend, you wouldn't
notice other girls. Being in a long distance relationship is the true test of your
'Jove and commitment."
Choose the one that you like better, and
go with it.

NSU's very own Professor Kathy Waites
and Shelly Green.
hearty grin underneath her pin..1< motorcycle
helmet. She drove a Harley-Davidson that
was all decked out in pink ribbons. She spent
her day traveling from busy intersection to
busy intersection along our walking route,
waving hello and smiling at us while holding
back the traffic and ensuring that we crossed
safely. Another w~s a man, also a motorcyclist. He cheerleaded, rather than crossed,
~

Breast Cancer continued on Page 14
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Breast Cancer
Continued from Page 12
walkers through those manic intersections,
sometimes pausing to hug or high-five someone. He had graying hair and a weather-beaten
face, and I wasn't surprised to find out that he
was volunteering in memory of the wife he had
lost to breast cancer.
Everybody had a story.
On Day Two, I met Jim, a burly man in his
early thirties. He was walking for his mom, he
confided to me, whom he had lost eleven years
before to breast cancer. His sister planned on
walking the 3-day 60-Mile event in Dallas, Texas
the following week, and in that way they
shared the same challenge in different cities in
memory of their mom whom they refused to
forget.
Bob and Jean, a middle-aged married
couple, had committed themselves to their sec-

Shelly Greene and walking team .

ond Avon 60-miler, having completed the walk
in San Francisco some months before. They
walked for Jean's sister, a breast cancer survivor, and, they assured me, they plam1ed to do
it again.
Twenty-something Chris walked for
her Nana who, despite having been in excellent health prior to her diagnosis, succumbed
to breast cancer the year before.
Tammy and Jim walked together.
They were friends, walking for a mutual friend
back in Melbourne who had inspired them with
her courage and fortitude. She was diagnosed
with advanced breast cancer and underwent a
double mastectomy just nine months after she
lost both her son and her husband. She was a
fighter, Jim said, and they decided to show
their support by responding to the 60-mile challenge.
Everybody had a story.
Our campground on the second night
of the 3-Day was located at the edge of the
FIU campus inNorthMiami,just 16milesorso
short of our destination. The ground was hard,
rocky, and unforgiving, and many ofus were
suffering from heat rash on our lower legs and
unrelenting blisters on our feet, despite the
two or three changes of socks daily, and the
constant application of foot powder and
Vaseline. At the end of the day we congregated in the medic's tent to nurse our wounds.

This mostly consisted of opening and cleaning the blisters with a sterilized scalpel, slapping on some Neosporin, and then covering
them with mole skin so that we could get our
socks and sneakers back on and return to road
battle the next day. And most of us did. A
few-lost to dehydration and heat exhaustion-fell by the wayside and had to be taken
to the hospital or to that day's destination by
van. But most of us-fueled by our private
stories and shared goal-soldiered on. _
Of all the stories I collected along the
way, I was most moved by sixty-five-year-old
Reisa's story. A spry and talkative senior citizen, Reisa stole my heart, and not just because
ofheradvanced age. I met her on Day-3 ofour
trek, at first a little concerned that this woman
in her late sixties would hold me back as I bore
down on the last ten miles standing between
me and my lofty goal-the finish line at the
American Airlines Arena in Miami. As it turned
out, she not only kept up with me, but she
actually paced me. Most swprising was the
fact that, until a year or so ago, Reisa had never
' walked or exercised much at all. She started
walking only after making friends with a neighbor in her early 70s who walked numerous miles
every afternoon, and swam a couple of miles
every morning. A monument to good-health,
energy, and fitness, she ragged on Reisa, who
was happy just to wave at her as her neighbor
set out on her daily walk. Finally, however,
Reisa gave into her friend's cajoling and teasing and started walking with her, just a little at
first, and then one mile, then two and three.
Pretty soon they were doing long walks on the
weekends in addition to their daily walk, and
the two of them agreed to train for and complete the upcoming 60-mile Avon Walk for
breast cancer. They were several months into
their training when Reisa's friend was diagnosed with cancer. Undaunted, she continued walking through chemotherapy, radiation,
sickness, and fatigue until, well, until she
couldn't walk anymore at all. Reisa's friend
did not last long enough to see the friend she
had once inspired walk 60 miles in her memory,
but she certainly walked with us that day, as
did so many others whose names were
scribbled on the front and back of T-shirts
worn by the thousands of walkers. We walked
with them, and we held their stories close to
us.
Everybody had one.
On day-3, we were a several miles'long-line of rag-tag foot-soldiers that crossed
an intra-coastal bridge for the last time and
bore down on the Miami Arena, with no more
pit-stops in between. I had kept myself pretty
hydrated throughout the walk, but in my excitement to make it across the finish line by
early afternoon, I had bypassed the last two
pit-stops. Both my water and Gatorade bottles
were nearly drained, and so I winced at the
sun, exchanged words of encouragement with
the walkers in front of and behind me, and
hoped that our sun-bleached bodies would
hang on until we reached cool shade and cold
water. Despite my fatigue, when the front of
the Miami Arena finally came into view, I
couldn't stop myself from racing up the steps
past the line of clapping spectators with arms
raised in relief as much as celebration.

The spirit of the 3-day event prevailed, in the final miles as in the early ones.
After the last, heroic stragglers finally made it
to the finish line, walkers, volunteers, and survivors congregated at Bayfront Park for the
closing ceremonies, and they wore their joyful spirit like a banner for the many thousands
of cheering family members and friends to see.
Again, we formed a circle, and we remembered
the casualties and celebrated the survivors.
In the three days of our walk, the speaker and
representative of Palotta Team Works announced over the loud-speaker, approximately
two hundred and forty people had died from
breast cancer. We were also reminded that
breast cancer is a treatable disease, but it takes
research and money, as well as a concerted

effort to raise awareness and insure early detection. Armed with our individual stories, we
had walked 60 miles for just this reason, and as
a result we had raised nearly two million dollars for the breast cancer crusade. In the process we also created a collective story that
told of the power of community,just as Judith
had always taught me. As we held hands and
raised our arms in celebration of our accomplishment and our shared triumph, our tearstained faces looked around to find the proud
faces of our loved ones. With their love and
support, we had walked for our partners, our
mothers, our sisters, our friends, and our
daughters. We had all come with a personal
story, and that story became part of a larger
story, which we now shared. Judith
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who are 18 or older as of 811102. Void in Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands. Hawaii, Alaska, and where otherwise prohibited by law. Two Ways to Participate: A.) To enter by
signing up for AT&T Long Distance, AT&T One Rate•· 7¢ Plus Plan and/or the AT&T AnyHour International Savings Plan: Call 1-877-COLLEGE between 12:00:00AM
Eastern Time ("ET") on 811/02 and 11:59:59PM ET on 10131 /02 (hereafter referred to as the "Promotion Period") and provide the required information to the operator or IVR
prompt to receive one entry into the sweepstal\~.§.. limit one entry per household for each plan. B.) To enter by mail: Hand print your name, complete address, zip code, age,
daytime telephone number, email address, college or university name, school status (pVft) (if applicable), and the words "AT&T College/MTV Back to School Promotion" on a
plain 3"x 5" paper and mail it in a hand addressed #10 envelope with first-class postage to: "AT&T College/MTV Back to School Promotion", P.O. Box 13084, Bridgeport, CT
06673-3084. Limit three entries per person and per household for the duration of the Promotion Period. Prizes/Odds: (1) Grand Prize: 4 day/3 night trip for winner and (3) guests
to the MTV New Year's Eve Party in New York City on 12/30/02-1/2/03 consisting of round trip coach air transportation from nearest major airport in the U.S. to winner's residence,
suite hotel accommodations for (4), ground transportation (to/from hotel and the airport), and a total of S1 ,000 spending money (Approximate Retail Value "ARV"=$6,000). Actual
value of prize may vary depending on winner's city of departure. Insurance and all applicable federal, state and local taxes on receipt and use of prize, if any, and any expens·
es not specified above are the sole responsibility of winner. A random drawing will be conducted on or about 11 /14/02 from among all eligible entMes received. Odds of winning
the Grand Prize will depend on the total number of eligible entries received. Subject to the Official Rules available by visiting http://www.att.com/college/rules or by sending a
self-addressed, stamped envelope by 11/1/02 to: AT&T College/MTV Back to School Promotion, PO Box 13106, Bridgeport, CT 06673-3106. Sponsor: AT&T, 340 Mt. Kembel,
Morristown, NJ 07960 Promoter; DVC Group, Inc., Morristown, NJ 07960 CD OFFER: Consumers who have signed up for the AT&T Long Distance, AT&T One Rate~ 7¢ Plus
Plan and/or the AT&T AnyHour International Saving Plan during the promotion period, in addition to being entered into this Sweepstakes will be sent a Sony online gift certificate
which may be redeemed at www.sonycertificates.com toward a select CD from the Sony Music "Hot New Releases" Catalog (Approximate Retail Value "ARV"=$15), while supplies last. The Sony online gift certificate will be included in the AT&T fulfillment package. Terms, conditions, and restrictions may apply to the use of the online certificate and
PIN. limit one CD per person, e-mail address, immediate family member, or household, Please allow 6-8 weeks after redemption for delivery.
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HELP WANTED
SALESMANS DREAM
You will be paid $50.00 for each cell
phone you give away!
www.thetopline.b7lrbl 1853
Call (954) 439-3910

Start your own Fraternity!

~

-

ZETA BETA TAU IS LOOKING FOR MEN
TO START A NEW CHAPTER. FOR THOSE

I a 55 if i ed

Furniture for sale: Oversized navy
blue chair with matching ottoman,
twin Sealy mattress inside chair,
bought for over 500 new at City
Furniture two years ago- the set is
yours for 125. Also, high, bar style
patio table, glass top, with swiveling
chairs, and large, tan sunbrellaover 300 new one year ago, buy the
set for 100. Call Kat 954-854-3255.
Discrete Math

5th Edition
By Richard Johnsonbaugh

ISBN: 0130890081

WANTING ACADEMIC SUCCESS,

Not Found in Bookstores!

NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES AND A

List Price: $92.00

CHANCE TO GAIN FRIENDS IN A NON·
PLEDGING BROTHERHOOD E-MAIL

Buy Now for: $80.00

ZBT@ZBTINTERNATIONAL.ORG

(305) 331-8386, ask for Jessica

employment
merchandise

LOST CAT

· SPRING BREAK '03
with
StudentCity .com!
The ultimate vacation in cancun,
Bahamas, Mazatlan, Acapulco,
Jamaica, and more! Packages
include airfare, 7nts hotel, FREE
FOOD, FREE DRINKS and 150%
Lowest Price Guarentee! REPS
WANTED! Organize 15 friends and
get hooked up with 2 FREE TRIPS
and VIP treatment! Also earn
extra cash and bonus prizes just for
promoting StudentCity.com!
Call 1-800-293-1445 or e-mail
sales@studentcity.com today!
DON'TKNOWWHATTO SAY TO THE
ONE YOU ADORE?

BRAIDS • LOCKS
WEAVES

AND FIND WHAT YOU ARE LOOKING
FOR

£ast Africatt Hai1' Villas~

PURCHASE: ''PSYCIDC SEDUCTION''
AND FEEL LIKE A WINNER

Natural Hair Care by Anna Mariyam

BLACK AND WHITE MALE NEUTERED
SHORT HAIRED CAT
· BALD SPOT ON THE TOP OF THE NECK,
FOUR WHITE PAWS WITH ONE BLACK
TOE ON THE FRONT RIGHT PAW.
LOST ON 10.02.2002. REWARD!! PLEASE
HELP.
954-525-9251
954-609-1647
954-434-5664

Are you looking for Off-campus Housing?
NSU just opened a new service to help our
student population.
We are located in the Leo Goodwin Hall building
in office # 110.

Telephone # 954-262-6468
offcampus@nova.edu
Contact: Charles Silver
Off-Campus Housing Coordinator

LOG ON TO www25.brinkster.com/
studentsuccess

OR CALL 1.800.431.9674

realty
misc.

You can find us on the web at
http://www.nova.edu/cwis/studentaffairs/reslife/
offcampus

Charles H. Rubenstein

Attorney At Law
412 Southeast 23rd Street
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33316

Specializing in all the latest styles in
natural hair care ..... kinky twists,

Meditation Gatherings
CALL: 954.797 .8009
6191 Orange Dr.

Brought to you by a wizard

(954) 760-4400

cornrows, microbraids, silky
locks, lock mainteance... and much

Get a manicure and pedicure in the

much more. Minutes from campus.
Reasonable and affordable. Wltll NSU

comfort of your own home!

ID get a student discount.

Call Jessy 954-961-7635

Suite 6173-L
Davie FL 33314

Fraternites Sororities
Clubs Stu~ent Groups

•

E~rn $.1,000:$2,QOO with the easy
campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. Does not involve
credit
card
applications.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly,
so call today!
Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at (888)
923-3238,
or
visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

3911 Davie Blvd

Ft. Lauderdale, Fl 33312

Bus: (954) 321-9599
Pg: (954) 823-7692

Residential
Mortgages
First Time
Homebuyers
Low Money Down

Contribute to The Knight. Send
articles to nsunews@nova.edu or
advertisements to
knightad@nova.edu.

RENT FAST REALTY
TIREDOFWHOYOULIVE WITH?
WANT ANEW PLACE TO LIVE ...
PICKUPYOURPHONEANDCALL:
954.605.3393
ASKFORALAN

The accreditation review (site of
visit) for the Master of Public
Health Program of the College of
Osteopathic Medicine, Nova Southeastern University is scheduled for
November 18-19, 2002.

David Shumanis
American Capital Trust ·
Retail Mortgage Lending
8330 State Road Eighty Four
Davie, FL 33324
954-423-2425 ext. 17

.

